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Abstract
Predicate evaluation and object traversal are two critical

issues for nested object query processing� Aiming at these two
issues� we introduce a new method� the signature path dictio�
nary� which combines signature techniques with the path dic�
tionary organization designed for fast object traversals� We
derive cost formulae for its storage overhead as well as the re�
trieval and update costs� Comparing to a previously proposed
indexing organization� path signature� the signature path dic�
tionary is superior in all aspects�

� Introduction
Object�Oriented Database Systems �OODBSs� have ad�

vanced signi�cantly in the last decade� In addition to fa�
cilitating the design and engineering of traditional database
applications� OODBSs provide data modeling mechanisms
to support new database applications such as CAD�CAM�
CASE� o�ce automation� multimedia systems� and geograph�
ical information systems� Among the rich modeling facilities�
the concept of class allows object�oriented database systems
to de�ne complex data more precisely and conveniently than
the relational data model�
A class may consist of simple attributes �e�g�� of domain

integer or string� and complex attributes with user�de�ned
classes as their domains� Since a class C may have a com�
plex attribute with domain C�� an aggregation relationship
can be established between C and C�� Using arrows connect�
ing classes to represent aggregation relationship� a directed
graph� called the aggregation hierarchy� may be built to show
the nested structure of the classes�
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Figure �	 Aggregation hierarchy�

Figure � is an example of an aggregation hierarchy� which
consists of four classes� Person� Vehicle� Person Name� and
Company� The class Person has three simple attributes� SSN�
Residence and Age� and two complex attributes� Owns and
Name� The domain classes of the attributes Owns and Name

are Vehicle and Person Name� respectively�

Every object in an OODBS is identi�ed by an object iden�
ti�er �OID�� The OID of an object may be stored as attribute
values of other objects� If an object O is referenced as an at�
tribute of object O�� O is said to be nested in O� and O� is
referred to as the parent object of O� The nested attributes of
an object refer to the simple attributes of the object
s nested
objects�

��� Nested Object Query Processing
OODBSs support queries involving nested objects� These

queries are called nested queries� There are two basic ap�
proaches to evaluating a nested query	 top�down and bottom�
up evaluations ��� The top�down approach traverses the ob�
jects starting from an ancestor class to a nested class� Since
the OID in a parent object leads directly to a child object� this
approach is also called a forward traversal approach� On the
other hand� the bottom�up method� also known as backward
traversal� traverses up the aggregation hierarchy� A child ob�
ject� in general� does not carry the OID of �or an inverse refer�
ence to� its parent object� Therefore� in order to identify the
parent object�s� of an object� we have to compare the child
object
s OID against the corresponding complex attribute in
the parent class� This is similar to a relational join when we
have more than one child object to start with� Note that
when every reference from an object O to another object O�

�e�g�� Owns� is accompanied with an inverse reference from O�

to O �e�g�� Owned by�� the aggregation hierarchy becomes bi�
directional� resulting in no di�erence between the top�down
and the bottom�up approaches� In this paper� however� we
assume there is no inverse references�
There are many kinds of nested queries� and several index�

ing organizations have been proposed to support nested query
processing ����������� However� an access method doesn
t
necessarily support all of the nested queries� Even with the
same access method� di�erent kinds of queries may be evalu�
ated di�erently� To facilitate our discussion� we de�ne target
classes as the classes from which objects are retrieved and
predicate classes as the classes involved in the predicates of
the query� Thus� nested queries may be classi�ed by the
relative positions of the target and predicate classes on the
aggregation hierarchy	

� TP	 The target class is an ancestor class of the predicate
classes�

� PT	 The target class is a nested class of the predicate
classes�

� MX	 The target class is an ancestor class of some predi�
cate class and a nested class of some predicate class�



��� Signature Techniques
The object signature Si of an object O is a superimposed

bit string generated from O
s attribute values� The signature
of a simple attribute is obtained by hashing the attribute
value� As we will see later� the signature of a complex at�
tribute can be obtained in a number of ways� An object
signature is formed by superimposing the signatures of its
attributes� Object signatures are stored sequentially in a sig�
nature �le� A query specifying certain values to be searched
for is transformed into a query signature SQ in a similar way�
The query signature is then compared to every object signa�
ture in the signature �le� There are three possible outcomes
of the comparison	 ��� the object matches the query� that
is� for every bit set in SQ the corresponding bit in the ob�
ject signature is also set �i�e� SQ � Si � SQ�� ��� the object
doesn
t match the query �i�e� SQ �Si �� SQ�� and ��� the sig�
nature comparison indicates a match but the object in fact
does not match the search criteria� The last case is called a
false drop� In order to eliminate false drops� the object must
be examined after the object signature signi�es a match�
The signature �le is used to screen out most of the unqual�

i�ed objects� A signature failing to match the query signa�
ture guarantees that the corresponding object can be ignored�
Therefore� unnecessary object accesses are avoided� Signa�
ture �les have a much lower storage overhead and a simpler
�le structure than inverted indexes� They are particularly
good for multi�attribute retrieval when the attributes have
equal chance of being speci�ed in the query� Since queries in
an OODBS could be very �exible� inverted indexes would be
very complex if all possible access paths are supported�
Several signature techniques for OODBSs have been pro�

posed� The tree signature scheme creates the signature of an
object by superimposing the signatures of all of the simple
and nested attributes of the object in the aggregation hierar�
chy� whereas the path signature method generates an object
signature based on the simple and nested attributes along a
given path ��� The signature replication technique �� gen�
erates object signatures from the simple attribute values of
the objects� Instead of using only OIDs� the object signature
of an object and its OID are stored as complex attributes of
the parent objects� Moreover� a signature technique for the
support of set value access has been proposed ��� In this
paper� we propose a di�erent signature organization which
provides both associative search and object traversal facili�
ties for query processing in OODBS�
The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In Section ��

we �rst brie�y describe the path signature scheme� which is
compared with the new organization in performance evalua�
tion� In Section �� we introduce the concept and implemen�
tation of the signature path dictionary� Cost models for both
organizations and performance comparisons are presented in
Section �� Section � concludes the paper�

� Path Signature Scheme
For every class C in a given path of the aggregation hier�

archy� there exists a signature �le such that every object O
in C has a signature entry hsig� oid listi in the signature �le�
where sig is the signature of O and oid list is a list of object
identi�ers corresponding to O and its nested objects located
on the path�
The signature of an object is created as follows	

�� the signature of a primitive object is generated by hash�
ing the primitive value�

�� the signature of an object not on the path is generated
by hashing on its object identi�er�

�� the signature of an object on the speci�ed path is gen�
erated from superimposing the signatures of all of its
attributes�
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Figure �	 Path Signature Scheme� �a� Creation of an object
signature� �b� structure of a path signature �le�

Figure ��a� and �b� show the creation of an object signa�
ture and the signature �le for class Person located on the path
Person�Vehicle�Company� The signature of Person�i is the su�
perimposition of the signatures for SSN� Residence� Age� Name�
and Owns� The signature of Name is generated by hashing its
OID �Lname and Fname are not used�� The signature of Owns
is generated from all of the primitive values along the path
�i�e�� Id� Color� Model� Name� and Location�� In the signature
�le of class Person� the signature of object Person�i is asso�
ciated with a list of OIDs� including Person�i and its nested
objects� The path signature �les are indexed by an iden�
tity index which� given an OID� allows the query processor
to e�ciently locate the signature entries containing the OID�
The identity index may be implemented as a tree�structured
organization such as B�tree� Because an OID may appear
in several signature �les and in di�erent signature entries�
we use the hFile�� Page�i to specify the locations of the
signature entries�
There are two types of nested queries	 TP and PT queries�

To retrieve objects for a TP query Q� we may evaluate the
query by top�down or bottom�up approaches� For the top�
down approach� the query signature SQ has to be formed
�rst� For each entry hsigi� oidlistii in the signature �le as�
sociated with the target class� SQ is compared with Si� If
they match� oidlisti is then put into a set� Finally� for each
oidlisti in the set� objects are retrieved from the predicate
class to eliminate false�drop� If the search condition of the
query is satis�ed� the OIDs of the target objects are returned�
For the bottom�up approach� the query signature SQ is com�
pared with the signatures in the signature �le of the predicate
class� Matched objects from the predicate class are accessed
to eliminate false drops� The OIDs of the truly quali�ed
objects are used as key to search the identity index for ad�
dresses of the signature entries in the target class
s signature
�le� The OIDs of the quali�ed target objects are returned
from the signature entries of the target signature �le�
On the other hand� PT queries may be processed using

top�down approach only� because the predicate class is on top
of the target class� Therefore� the signatures associated with
the target class do not maintain information about objects
in the predicate class�
When an object O is modi�ed� we have to update the

signatures of O and its ancestor objects to maintain the ac�
curacy of the signatures� The maintenance of signatures is



divided into two tasks	 �� compute the signature of an object�
�� spread the update of the signature from O to its ancestor
objects� The signatures of simple and complex attributes not
on the path are generated by hashing� The signature for O
s
nested objects on the path can be found from the signature
�le associated with the nested class� Therefore� the signa�
ture of the nested objects may be obtained by scanning the
identity index and access to the signature �le� The new OID
list for the modi�ed object may be generated by attaching
the OID list of the nested object to the modi�ed object� The
new signature and OID list are used to update the signature
entry corresponding to O in the signature �le� The update
has to be applied on all ancestor objects of O�

� Signature Path Dictionary
Path dictionary is a secondary organization proposed by

the authors to support e�cient object traversal for nested
query processing ��� In this paper� we combine the asso�
ciative search capability of the signature �les with the path
dictionary to introduce a new index organization for nested
object queries�

��� Path Dictionary
An object�oriented database may be viewed as a space

of objects connected with links through complex attributes�
Path dictionary is a secondary organization which extracts
the complex attributes from the database to represent the
connections between objects� Since simple attribute values
are not stored in the path dictionary� it is much faster to tra�
verse the nodes in the path dictionary than the actual objects
in the database� Therefore� we can use the path dictionary
to reduce the number of accesses to the database� and� in
particular� to avoid accessing intermediate objects when we
traverse from one class to another�
To simplify the complexity of the path dictionary� we as�

sume that a path dictionary contains information about a
single path in the aggregation hierarchy� Complex graphs
may be decomposed into paths� and queries traversing more
than one path may use separate path dictionaries for query
evaluation�

��� Data Structure and Implementation
In the signature path dictionary� an object signature is

generated by superimposing only the bit strings generated
from the simple attributes of the object� Instead of associ�
ating the signature �les with classes� the signatures are as�
sociated with the OIDs of their corresponding objects in the
path dictionary�
The signature path dictionary consists of a series of re�

cursive expressions which maintain abstracted attribute and
path information for objects in the database� Since the link�
ing structure denoted by the expression resembles an in�
ward subtree� we call the expression an s�expression� An
s�expression records the information about all paths termi�
nating at an object in a leaf class�
The s�expression for the path C��C�����Cn is de�ned as

follows	
S� � ��� where �� is null or a pair hO�� SIG�i� O� is the

OID of an object in class C� and SIG� is its signature�
Si � �i�Si���� Si��� � � i � n� where �i is null or a pair

hOi� SIGii� in which Oi is the OID of an object in class Ci

and SIGi is its signature�
Si is an s�expression of i levels� in which the list associ�

ated with �i contains all of the OIDs and signatures of the

ancestor objects of Oi� We call it the ancestor list of Oi� Ex�
cept for the objects in C�� every object on the path has an
ancestor list�
The signature path dictionary for C��C����Cn consists of

a sequence of n�level s�expressions� The leading object in
an s�expression� which does not necessarily belong to Cn� is
the terminal object of the paths denoted by the s�expression�
The number of s�expressions in the path dictionary is equal
to the number of objects� which do not have a nested object
on the path� Figure � shows examples of the s�expressions
in a signature path dictionary� SIGc� SIGv� and SIGp are�
respectively� the signatures for objects in Company� Vehicle�
and Person classes� It maintains all the abstracted attribute
and path information for the objects located on the path
Person�Vehicle�Company�

Path � Person�Vehicle�Company

Company���SIGc����Vehicle���SIGv����Person���SIGp����Person���SIGp�����
Vehicle����SIGv�����Person���SIGp�����

Company���SIGc����Vehicle���SIGv������Vehicle���SIGv������
Vehicle����SIGv�������

��Person���SIGp�����

Figure �	 Examples of the s�expressions�

Since an object signature is abstracted from the simple
attributes of the object� it will only support the evaluation
of predicates involving its resident class� However� the path
information is available from the path dictionary� the signa�
tures of an object
s nested and ancestor objects can be easily
obtained�
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Figure �	 Data structure of an s�expression�

Figure ��a� illustrates the data structure of an s�
expression for C��C����Cn and Fig� ��b� is the corresponding
s�expression� �i in the header of an s�expression points to the
�rst occurrence of �ji � which consists of OID

j
i and SIG

j
i � OID

j
i

is the OID of the jth Ci object in the s�expression and SIG
j
i

is its signature� Every � in the signature path dictionary has
an associated o�set� the o�set associated with �ji points to

�
j��
i � To retrieve the OID and the signature of every object
in Ci� we start with �i� which will lead us to the �rst �i in
the s�expression� and following the associated o�set value we
can reach the next �i� and so on� Thus� we can quickly scan
through all OIDs and the associated signatures of the ob�
jects in a class� skipping the OIDs and signatures of objects
in irrelevant classes� The o�set associated with the object of
class Cn� however� is pointing to the �n of class Cn in the
next s�expression� because there is at most one OID of class
Cn in an s�expression� At the end of the s�expression is a
special end�of�s�expression �EOS� symbol�

s�expressions are stored sequentially on disk pages� Con�
sequently� free space may be left in a page� In order to ef�
fectively keep track of the free space available in the pages�



a free space directory �FSD�� which records the pages with
free space above a certain threshold� is maintained at the
beginning of the path dictionary�
In order to e�ciently locate an s�expression� an identity in�

dex is provided to map OIDs to the locations in the path dic�
tionary where the OIDs can be found� Since identity search is
important for retrieval and update� the identity index signif�
icantly reduces the cost for retrieval and update operations�
The identity index is organized as a separate search tree on
top of the path dictionary� The leaf nodes of the index store
the identi�ers and s�expression locations of the objects�

��� Retrieval and Update Operations
Assume that a signature path dictionary is available for

the path C��C����Cn� For a given query Q with predicate
classes Cp� � Cp� � ���� Cpm� where m � n and � � p� � p� �
��� � pm � n� a predicate signature Sigpi is generated for
each predicate class Cpi � where � � i � m� To answer the
query� the signature path dictionary is sequentially scanned
to match the object signatures with the corresponding pred�
icate signatures� The matched objects are retrieved from the
database to eliminate false drops� Finally� the OIDs of the
quali�ed objects in the target class are derived from the s�
expressions and returned to the users�
To answer the query �retrieve the persons who own cars

made by GM�� the signature path dictionary is scanned and
the signatures of Company objects are used to match with the
signature generated for �GM�� The matched Company objects
are then accessed to verify if they are really called �GM�� The
Person objects are returned if they are in the s�expressions of
the Company objects which satis�es the predicates�
We have to consider the updates on simple attributes and

complex attributes of an object separately� When a simple
attribute of an object is updated� we �rst recompute the sig�
nature of the modi�ed object� search through the identity
index to locate the s�expression of the modi�ed object� and
update the signature of the modi�ed object� The identity
index need not be changed�
To update the complex attribute of an object� we recom�

pute the signature of the object� The path dictionary and
identity index have to be updated accordingly to maintain
accurate path information� Suppose Oi has its complex at�
tribute changed from Oi�� to O

�

i�� �Oi� Oi�� and O
�

i�� are
identi�ed by �i� �i�� and ��i��� respectively�� We search
the path dictionary through the identity index to �nd the
s�expressions containing �i and ��i��� Then� �i and its an�
cestor list are moved from the ancestor list of �i�� to the
ancestor list of ��i��� Meanwhile� the identity index has to be
updated by changing the s�expression addresses for objects
in the moved ancestor list�

� Analytical Model
We formulate cost models to estimate the storage over�

head and query performance of the signature path dictionary�
Given a path P � C�C����Cn� we use the following parame�
ters to describe the characteristics of classes in the path�
Ai	 the complex attribute of Ci used to connect Ci to

Ci��� � � i � n � ��
Di	 the number of distinct values for attribute Ai�
Ni	 the number of objects in class Ci� � � i � n�
P 	 the page size�
Pf 	 false drop probability of a signature�
Ps	 selectivity of a query�

Sri	 the ratio of shared references from Ci to Ci���
f 	 fanout from a nonleaf node in the identity index�
ff 	 the length of a �le pointer�
k	 average number of attributes in a class�
m	 length of a signature in bits�
pp	 the length of a page pointer�
s	 the number of bit strings which are superimposed
into a signature�

w	 number of �
s in a a bit string generated from
hashing�

EL	 the length of EOS�
FSL	 the length of the free space �eld in FSD�

OFFL	 the length of an o�set �eld in the signature path
dictionary�

OIDL	 the length of an object identi�er�
OBJL	 the average size of an object�

SL	 the length of the start �eld in the signature path
dictionary�

Performance is based primarily on the number of I�O ac�
cesses� Since a page is the basic unit for data transfer between
the main memory and the external storage device� we use it
to estimate the storage overhead and the performance cost�
All lengths and sizes used above are in bytes�
The following are assumptions used in our analysis	

�� There are no partial instantiation� which implies that
Di � Ni���

�� All key values have the same length�

�� The values of complex attributes are uniformly dis�
tributed among instances of their domain classes�

�� All attributes are single�valued�

Table �	 Parameters of the cost models�

EL � � OIDL � � OBJL � ��� SL � � pp � �
FSL � � OFFL � � P � ���� ff � � k � ��

Table � lists the values chosen for the performance com�
parison� Based on the assumption� the number of objects in
class Ci may be derived as follows�

Ni � SriSri�� ���Srn�� �Nn� where � � i � n�

��� False Drop Probability
For a given signature length of m bits and the number of

bit strings superimposed into a signature s� the minimal false
drop probability for a single value query is ����	

Pf � ���m�ln��s

����� Path Signature

Assume that the average number of attributes in a class
is k� The optimal false drop probability for signatures corre�
sponding to objects in class Ci is	

Pfpsi � ���m�ln����n�i����k�

Assume that a query involves only the target class and a
predicate class and that the classes on the path have equal
probability to be used in a query� The average of the opti�
mal false drop probabilities for signatures corresponding to
objects in classes C�� C�� ���� Cn is	

Pfpsavg �
�

n�n � ��

nX
i��

Pfpsi �n� i� ��



����� Signature Path Dictionary

The optimal false drop probability for signature path dic�
tionary is	

Pfspd � ���m�ln��k

����� Comparison

In the following comparisons� we assume a path of �
classes� The number of objects in C� is assumed to be �������
The average reference ratio between consecutive classes is set
to �� Also� the average number of attributes in a class is set
to ��� Using the formulae developed above� we compare the
false drop probability of the signature path dictionary and
the average false drop probability of the path signature �les�
In the comparison� we vary the signature lengths to observe
the change of the false drop probabilities�
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Figure �	 False drop probability vs signature size�

Figure � shows� as we expected� that the signature path
dictionary has lower false drop probability than the path sig�
nature method� This is because the signature path dictionary
only abstracts information from an object
s simple attributes
object into the object signature� while the path signature
maintains the abstracted information from both simple and
nested attributes�

��� Storage Overhead
����� Path Signature

For every object in Ci� there is an entry in the signature
�le associated with Ci� The size of the entry is	

SEi � SIGL� �n� i� �� � OIDL

There are Ni objects in Ci� Thus the number of disk pages
for Ci
s signature �le is	

SSFi �

�
dNi�bP�SEice� if SEi � P
NidSEi�Pe� if SEi � P

For the identity index� the size of a leaf node corresponding
to an object in Ci is	

XPi � OIDL� �ff � pp� �

iX
j��

Srj � Srj�� � � �Sri

The number of leaf pages of the identity index corresponding
to objects in class Ci is	

LPi �

�
dNi�bP�XPice� if XPi � P
NidXPi�Pe� if XPi � P

The total number of leaf pages needed for the identity index
of the path signature �les is	

TLPps �

nX
i��

LPi

The number of nonleaf pages is	

NLPps � dTLPps�fe� ddTLPps�fe�fe� ����X�

where X � f � If X �� �� NLPps is increased by � to account
for the root node� As a result� the overall storage overhead
for the path signature �les for C��C����Cn is	

PSSps �

nX
i��

SSFi � TLPps �NLPps

����� Signature Path Dictionary

Each object in the path dictionary� except for those in the
root class of the path� is associated with an o�set� Therefore�
an object will take at most �OIDL � SIGL � OFFL� bytes in
an s�expression� The average number of objects in an s�
expression is	

NOBJ � � � Srn�� � Srn��Srn�� � ���� Srn��Srn�� ���Sr�

Thus� the average size of an s�expression is	

SS � SL�n� �OIDL� SIGL� OFFL�NOBJ �EL

The number of pages needed for all of the s�expressions on
the path is	

SSP �

�
dNn�bP�SSce if SS � P
NndSS�Pe if SS � P

The number of pages needed for the free space directory is	

FSD � dSSP �pp � FSL��Pe

The number of leaf pages needed for the identity index of
the signature path dictionary is	

TLPspd � dNOBJ �Nn�bP��OIDL� pp�ce

The number of nonleaf pages is	

NLPspd � dTLPspd�fe� ddTLPspd�fe�fe� ����X�

where X � f � If X �� �� NLPspd is increased by � to account
for the root node� Therefore� the number of pages needed for
the path dictionary is	

SPDS � FSD� SSP � TLPspd �NLPspd

����� Comparison

We use the same parameters and assumptions as we used
in evaluating the false drop probability� We evaluate the
storage overhead with signature size from � to �� bytes for the
path signature and signature path dictionary organizations�
Figure � shows that the signature path dictionary has a

smaller storage overhead than the path signature for various
signature sizes� As we will see later in the comparison for re�
trieval cost� the signature path dictionary and the path signa�
ture reach the best retrieval performance when the signature
size is �� bytes and �� bytes� respectively� In other words� the
signature path dictionary introduces a much smaller storage
overhead than the path signature does to achieve the best
retrieval performance�
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��� Retrieval Cost

To simplify our analysis� we assume that there is only one
predicate attribute in the queries� Let Ct and Cp be the
target and predicate classes of the queries� respectively�

����� Path Signature

Due to space constraint� we only derive formulae for the
top�down approach� To evaluate a query which uses classes
Ci and Cj� where � � Ci � Cj � n� as predicate and target
classes� respectively� we �rst scan through the path dictionary
associated with Ci� Let Pfpsi and Psps be the false drop
probability of the signatures and the selectivity of the query�
respectively� Assuming equal probability for each class to be
used in a query� the average number of page accesses for a
query is	

PSR �

Pn

i��

Pn

j�i
�SSFi � �Pfpsi � Psps� �Ni � dOBJL�Pe�

n�n� ����

����� Signature Path Dictionary

The signature path dictionary must be scanned to answer
a query Q with Ct as the target class and Cp as the predicate
class� where � � t� p � n� Let Pfspd and Psspd be the false
drop probability of the signatures and the selectivity of the
query� respectively� The average number of pages accessed is	

SPDR � SSP � �Pfspd � Psspd� �

Pn

i��
Ni

n
� dOBJL�Pe

����� Comparison

Figure � compares the average retrieval cost of the signa�
ture path dictionary and path signature� It shows that the
retrieval cost of the signature path dictionary rapidly drops
and then increases again as the signature size increases� The
path signature shows similar behavior� though it is not obvi�
ous in the �gure� The �gure also shows that the best retrieval
performance for the signature path dictionary is better than
that of the path signature�

��� Update Cost

To simplify the analysis� we do not include the cost due to
page over�ow� In the following� we assume that the complex
attribute Ai�� of Oi is changed from �i�� to ��i�� ��i�� and
��i�� are OIDs of Oi�� and O�

i��� respectively��
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Figure �	 Retrieval cost vs signature size�

����� Path Signature

We �rst derive the update cost when the complex attribute
of O is updated� The number of page accesses for searching
the identity index based on an object in class Ci is	

SIIi � h� dXPi�Pe�

where � � i � n and h � height of the identity index ���
We need to search the identity index twice to access the

leaf nodes corresponding to Oi�� and O
�

i��� The number of
page accesses is � � SIIi�� � Meanwhile� the number of page
accesses for searching the identity index and accessing the
leaf node corresponding to O is SIIi�
The hFile�� Page�i pairs on the leaf node corresponding

to Oi has to be moved from the leaf node corresponding to
Oi�� to that corresponding to O�

i��� Thus� the number of
page accesses is	

WLNi � � � dXPi���Pe�

where � � i � n� ��
Based on the leaf nodes corresponding to Oi and O

�

i��� we
access to the signature entries for Oi and O�

i��� recompute
the signature and reconstruct the entry for Oi� and write the
entry back to its signature �le� Therefore� the number of
page accesses needed is	

WBi � dSEi���Pe� � � dSEi�Pe�

where � � i � n� ��
When the updated object is in class C�� it
s not necessary

for update spreading� For other classes� the number of page
accesses for spreading the update of signatures to the object
s
ancestor objects is	

SPAi � ��dSEi���Pe� dOBJL�Pe� � �Sri�� � Sri�� � Sri��

� � � �� Sr� � Sr� � � �Sri����

where � � i � n�
Thus� to update a complex attribute of the path signature

organization� the total number of page accesses is	

PSUcomplex �

Pn��

i��
�SIIi�� � SIIi �WLNi �WBi � SPAi

n� �

On the other hand� if a simple attribute of an object Oi in
class Ci is modi�ed� we have to update the signatures of Oi



and its ancestor objects� The identity index is not changed�
The update cost includes scanning the identity index for the
objects nested in O to obtain its signature and the addresses
of the signature entries corresponding toO and O
s ancestors�
access to them� and update their corresponding signature en�
tries� Therefore� the total number of page accesses is	

PSUsimple �

Pn��

i��
�SIIi�� �WBi � SPAi� � SIIn �WBn � SPAn

n
����� Signature Path Dictionary

If a simple attribute of an object O is modi�ed� we have to
update O
s signature� This entails an identity index scan and
write�back of an s�expression� The number of page accesses
for scanning the identity index is	

SII � h� dLP�Pe�

where h � height of the identity index � �� Therefore� the
update cost for modifying a simple attribute s	

SPDUsimple � SII � �dSS�Pe

To update the complex attribute Ai�� of Oi from �i�� to
��i��� the identity index is searched to read and write back the
s�expressions corresponding to �i�� and ��i��� On the other
hand� the s�expression addresses of the ancestor objects of
Oi have to be updated in the identity index� Therefore� the
average update cost for modifying a complex attribute is	

PDUcomplex �
�SII � ��

n � �

n��X
i��

i��X
j��

Srj � Srj�� � � �Sri��

���SII � �dSS�Pe�

����� Comparison
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Figure �	 Update cost vs signature size�
Figure � compares the update cost of the two organizations

with di�erent signature sizes� We show both the update cost
for updating a simple attribute and that for updating a com�
plex attribute� It can be observed that the number of page
accesses needed for updating the signature path dictionary is
less than that for updating the path signature� For the signa�
ture path dictionary� the update cost for a simple attribute
is lower than that for a complex attribute� because there is
no need to spread signature update to its ancestor objects�
On the other hand� the path signature is required to spread
signature updates to ancestor objects for both of the simple
and complex attributes�

� Conclusion
Nested object query processing is an important problem

in the research of object�oriented database systems� Nested
object traversal and associative evaluation of the predicates
in a query are two of the critical issues involved with nested
processing� Path dictionary and signature techniques have
been proposed to resolve the above mentioned issues� corre�
spondingly� In this paper� we combine these two technique
to propose a new secondary indexing organization� signature
path dictionary� to support e�cient processing of nested ob�
ject queries�
In the paper� we present the concept and implementation

of the signature path dictionary� Cost models for the storage
overhead� retrieval cost and update cost of these two organi�
zations are developed� Using these models� we compare the
cost of the signature path dictionary to an enhanced version
of the path signature method� The comparison shows that
the path dictionary yields a dramatic improvement on the
storage� retrieval and update cost�
Next� we want to extend the signature path dictionary

technique to distributed object management environments�
We believe that caching the signature and path information
of objects into the main memory will signi�cantly improve
the performance of object�oriented database systems�
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